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FIG.1
(57) Abstract: Modular ventilatory support systems and methods are disclosed in which a user may transition the system between a 
stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand-alone configuration. The modular components of the system 
include a compressor unit, a ventilator which may dock with the compressor unit, and a patient interface which may be connected to 
either the compressor unit or the ventilator unit. By rearranging these modular components into different configurations, mobility 
and duration of use may be optimized to fit the present needs. In the stationary configuration, mobility is most restricted, but dura - 
tion of use is maximized. In the extended range configuration, mobility is enhanced, with duration of use limited by the battery 
power of the ventilator. In the stand-alone configuration, mobility is maximized, with duration of use limited by battery power of the 
ventilator and the quantity of an external gas supply.
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MODULAR VENTILATION SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

5 This application relates to and claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional

Application No. 62/281,415 filed January 21, 2016 and entitled “MODULAR 

VENTILATION SYSTEM,” the entire disclosure of which is hereby wholly 

incorporated by reference.

10 Field

The present invention relates to a ventilator and a ventilatory support 

apparatus transitionable between a stationary configuration and an extended range 

configuration. The present invention also relates to a method for transitioning a 

modular ventilator support apparatus from one to another of a stationary 

15 configuration, an extended range configuration and a stand-alone configuration.

For example, the present disclosure relates generally to ventilators and, more 

particularly, to a modular ventilation system which is adapted to provide continuous 

or intermittent ventilatory support for the care of individuals who require mechanical 

ventilation.

20

Background

A wide range of clinical conditions may require some form of ventilation 

therapy. These conditions may include hypoxemia, various forms of respiratory 

insufficiency, and airway disorders. There are also non-respiratory and non-airway 

25 diseases that require ventilation therapy, such as congestive heart failure and 

neuromuscular diseases.

To improve the quality of life of many patients who require long-term 

ventilation therapy, various types of ventilation systems have been developed in the 

prior art. Some of these prior art systems are compact, lightweight and portable, 

30 whereas others are substantially more robust and not well suited for portability or to 

be wearable by the patient. However, the known prior art is deficient in providing a 

ventilation system which is uniquely adapted for use in any one of several different 

configurations, and to provide any one of several different types of ventilatory support
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corresponding to those configurations. These deficiencies are addressed by 

embodiments of the modular ventilation system of the present disclosure, as described 

in more detail below.

It is generally desirable to overcome or ameliorate one or more of the above 

5 described difficulties, or to at least provide a useful alternative.

Summary

In accordance with the present invention, there is provided a ventilatory 

support apparatus transitionable between a stationary configuration, an extended 

10 range configuration, and a stand-alone configuration, the ventilatory support 

apparatus comprising:

a compressor unit, the compressor unit comprising: 

a compressor for providing compressed gas;

a ventilator dock having a ventilator dock compressed gas 

15 output port; and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port;

a compressor unit ventilation gas output port; and 

a compressor unit compressed gas output port;

a ventilator for providing ventilation gas, the ventilation being 

configured for removable docking at the ventilator dock, comprising:

20 a ventilator ventilation gas output port; and

a ventilator compressed gas inlet port;

a patient interface for receiving ventilation gas and delivering 

ventilation gas to a patient, the patient interface having a patient interface gas 

inlet port transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the 

25 compressor unit ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port;

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stationary configuration, the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock, the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with the 

30 ventilator dock compressed gas output port, the ventilator ventilation gas

output port is in fluid communication with the ventilator dock ventilation gas 

inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid communication 

with the compressor ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is
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provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is 

returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from the compressor 

unit to the patient interface;

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the

5 extended range configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilator

dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with 

the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and the patient interface gas 

inlet port is in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output 

port, such that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the 

10 ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient

interface without being returned to the compressor unit; and

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stand-alone configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilator dock, 

the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with an 

15 external compressed gas source, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in

fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that 

compressed gas is provided by the external compressed gas source to the 

ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient 

interface without passing through the compressor unit.

20

In accordance with the present invention, there is also provided a ventilatory 

support apparatus transitionable between a stationary configuration and an extended 

range configuration, the ventilatory support apparatus comprising:

a compressor unit, the compressor unit comprising:

25 a compressor for providing compressed gas;

a ventilator dock having a ventilator dock compressed gas 

output port; and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port;

a compressor unit ventilation gas output port; and 

a compressor unit compressed gas output port;

30 a ventilator for providing ventilation gas, the ventilation being

configured for removable docking at the ventilator dock, comprising:

a ventilator ventilation gas output port; and

a ventilator compressed gas inlet port;
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a patient interface for receiving ventilation gas and delivering 

ventilation gas to a patient, the patient interface having a patient interface gas 

inlet port transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the 

compressor unit ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid 

5 communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port;

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stationary configuration, the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock, the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with the 

ventilator dock compressed gas output port, the ventilator ventilation gas 

10 output port is in fluid communication with the ventilator dock ventilation gas

inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid communication 

with the compressor ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is 

provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is 

returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from the compressor 

15 unit to the patient interface; and

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

extended range configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilator 

dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with 

the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and the patient interface gas 

20 inlet port is in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output

port, such that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the 

ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient 

interface without being returned to the compressor unit.

25 In accordance with the present invention, there is also provided a method for

transitioning a modular ventilatory support apparatus from one to another of a 

stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand-alone 

configuration, the method comprising:

providing a modular ventilatory support apparatus comprising:

30 a compressor unit comprising a compressor for providing

compressed gas, a low flow oxygen input port, a compressor unit 

ventilation gas output port, a compressor unit compressed gas output 

port, and a ventilator dock, the ventilator dock having a ventilator dock
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compressed gas output port and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet 

port;

a ventilator configured for removable docking at the ventilator 

dock, the ventilator comprising a user interface, a ventilator ventilation

5 gas output port, and a ventilator compressed gas inlet port; and

a patient interface having a patient interface gas inlet port 

transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the 

compressor unit ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port; and

10 transitioning the modular ventilatory support apparatus from one to

another of a stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a 

stand-alone configuration;

wherein the modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stationary configuration when the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock 

15 with the ventilator compressed gas inlet port placed in fluid communication

with the ventilator dock compressed gas output port and with the ventilator 

ventilation gas output port placed in fluid communication with the ventilator 

dock ventilation gas inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is placed 

in fluid communication with the compressor ventilation gas output port, such 

20 that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and

ventilation gas is returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from 

the compressor unit to the patient interface;

wherein the modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

extended range configuration when the ventilator is not docked at the 

25 ventilation dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is placed in fluid

communication with the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and the 

patient interface gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication with the 

ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is provided by 

the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the 

30 ventilator to the patient interface without being returned to the compressor

unit; and

wherein the modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stand-alone configuration when the ventilator is not docked at the ventilation
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dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication 

with an external compressed gas source, and the patient interface gas inlet port 

is placed in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output 

port, such that compressed gas is provided by the external compressed gas 

5 source to the ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the

patient interface without passing through the compressor unit.

A novel modular ventilation system capable of transitioning between a 

stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand-alone 

10 configuration, and methods of use thereof for providing continuous or intermittent 

ventilatory support for the care of individuals who require mechanical ventilation, is 

contemplated. In greater detail, the modular ventilation system is primarily composed 

of a ventilator, a compressor unit, and a patient interface, and may be used in at least 

three different configurations, including a stationary configuration, an extended range 

15 configuration, and a stand-alone configuration. In the stationary configuration, the 

ventilator is docked with the compressor unit with the patient interface connected to 

the compressor unit for ventilation of a stationary patient. In the extended range 

configuration, which may enable the patient to engage in localized daily living 

activities, the ventilator is not docked with the compressor unit, but instead is near the 

20 patient, where it receives compressed air from the compressor via a compressed gas 

supply hose, with the patient interface connected to the ventilator. In the stand-alone 

configuration, which may enable the patient to engage in non-localized activities, the 

ventilator is not docked or otherwise connected with the compressor unit, but instead 

is connected to and receives compressed gas from an external compressed gas source 

25 such as an oxygen or air cylinder, or hospital wall source, with the patient interface 

connected to the ventilator.

According to one contemplated embodiment of the presently disclosed 

modular ventilatory support apparatus, a modular ventilatory support apparatus may 

comprise a compressor unit, a ventilator, and a patient interface. The compressor unit 

30 may comprise a compressor, a ventilator dock having a ventilator dock compressed 

gas output port and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port, a compressor unit 

ventilation gas output port, and a compressor unit compressed gas output port. The 

ventilator is configured for removable docking to the ventilator dock, with the
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ventilator comprising a ventilator ventilation gas output port and a ventilator 

compressed gas inlet port. The patient interface is for receiving ventilation gas and 

delivering ventilation gas to the patient, and has a patient interface gas inlet port 

transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the compressor unit 

5 ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid communication with the ventilator 

ventilation gas output port. When transitioned to the stationary configuration, the 

ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is 

in fluid communication with the ventilator dock compressed gas output port, the 

ventilator ventilation gas output port is in fluid communication with the ventilator 

10 dock ventilation gas inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid 

communication with the compressor unit ventilation gas output port, such that 

compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation 

gas is returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from the compressor unit 

to the patient interface. When transitioned to the extended range configuration, the 

15 ventilator is not docked at the ventilator dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 

is in fluid communication with the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and 

the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid communication with the ventilator 

ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is provided by the compressor 

unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient 

20 interface without being returned to the compressor unit. When transitioned to the 

stand-alone configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilation dock, the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with an external 

compressed gas source, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that compressed 

25 gas is provided by the external compressed gas source to the ventilator and ventilation 

gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient interface without passing through the 

compressor unit.

Additionally, methods of using these embodiments of the presently disclosed 

modular ventilatory support apparatus are also contemplated. Accordingly, a method 

30 of transitioning a modular ventilatory support apparatus from one to another of a 

stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand-alone 

configuration is contemplated, with the method comprising a first step of providing a 

modular ventilatory support apparatus with the aforementioned components of a
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compressor unit, a ventilator, and a patient interface, and a second step of 

transitioning the modular ventilatory support apparatus from one to another of a 

stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand-alone 

configuration. The modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

5 stationary configuration when the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock with the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port placed in fluid communication with the ventilator 

dock compressed gas output port and with the ventilator ventilation gas output port 

placed in fluid communication with the ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port, and 

the patient interface gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication with the 

10 compressor unit ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is provided by 

the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is returned to the compressor 

unit for subsequent output from the compressor unit to the patient interface. The 

modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the extended range 

configuration when the ventilator is not docked at the ventilation dock, the ventilator 

15 compressed gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication with the compressor unit 

compressed gas output port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is placed in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that compressed 

gas is provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is provided 

by the ventilator to the patient interface without being returned to the compressor unit. 

20 The modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the stand-alone 

configuration when the ventilator is not docked at the ventilation dock, the ventilator 

compressed gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication with an external 

compressed gas source, and the patient interface gas inlet port is placed in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that compressed 

25 gas is provided by the external compressed gas source to the ventilator and ventilation 

gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient interface without passing through the 

compressor unit.

It is additionally contemplated that the aforementioned and other contemplated 

embodiments and methods may include certain other aspects. For example, the 

30 compressor unit may further comprise a low flow gas input port, which may be a low 

flow oxygen input port. The compressor may also be additionally or alternatively 

configured to compress ambient air, and the compressor unit may further include one 

or more ambient air apertures to introduce ambient air to the compressor. The one or
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more ambient air apertures may further comprise a filter. The compressor unit 

compressed gas output port may also comprise a Diameter Index Safety System 

(DISS) coupling.

It is further contemplated that the ventilator may be electrically powered, and

5 may include a rechargeable battery. As such, the ventilator dock may also be 

configured to provide electrical power to the ventilator for powering the ventilator and 

for recharging the rechargeable battery when the ventilator is docked at the ventilator 

dock. The ventilator may further comprise a user interface and a wireless transmitter, 

with the compressor unit further comprising a wireless receiver. Consequently, it may 

10 be seen that the compressor may be controllable by signal transmission from the 

wireless transmitter to the wireless receiver initiated by user input at the user 

interface.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

15 Embodiments of the invention are hereafter described, by way of non-limiting

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a ventilatory support apparatus in 

accordance with an embodiment of the disclosed modular ventilation system;

FIG. 2 is a front elevational view of a ventilator of the ventilatory support 

20 apparatus;

FIG. 3 is a side elevational view of the ventilator;

FIG. 4 is a top plan view of the ventilator;

FIG. 5 is a bottom plan view of the ventilator;

FIG. 6 is a front perspective view of a compressor unit of the ventilatory

25 support apparatus;

FIG. 7 is a rear perspective view of the compressor unit;

FIG. 8 is a schematic view of the ventilatory support apparatus in the 

stationary configuration;

FIGS. 9A-9D are front elevational views (FIGS. 9A and 9D) and enlarged cut- 

30 away front perspective views (FIGS. 9B and 9C) of the ventilatory support apparatus 

transitioning to the stationary configuration in an exemplary process having four 

steps;
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FIG. 10 is a front perspective view of the ventilatory support apparatus in the 

stationary configuration, including a patient interface;

FIG. 11 is an enlarged cut-away rear perspective view of the ventilatory 

support apparatus in the stationary configuration, along with oxygen connecting 

5 tubing;

FIG. 12 is a schematic view of the ventilatory support apparatus in the 

extended range configuration;

FIGS. 13A and 13B are a front elevational view and an enlarged cut-away 

front perspective view, respectively, of the ventilatory support apparatus transitioning 

10 from the stationary configuration by an exemplary process having two steps;

FIG. 14 is a schematic view of the connection of the ventilator to the 

compressor unit via the compressed gas hose in the extended range configuration;

FIG. 15 is a cut-away front perspective view of the ventilator, showing the 

bottom of the ventilator, including the patient interface;

15 FIG. 16 is a schematic view of the connection of the ventilator to a ventilator

battery charger via a ventilator battery charger cord;

FIGS. 17A and 17B are perspective views showing the ventilator being 

attached to a belt clip in an exemplary process having two steps;

FIG. 18 is a schematic view of the ventilatory support apparatus in the stand- 

20 alone configuration;

FIGS. 19A-19C are perspective views showing the ventilator being secured to 

a pole via the belt clip and a pole mount in an exemplary process having three steps; 

and

FIGS. 20A-20C are perspective views (FIGS. 20A and 20B) and a top plan 

25 view (FIG. 20C) of the ventilatory support apparatus transitioning to the stand-alone 

configuration by connection of the ventilator to an external compressed gas source in 

an exemplary process having three steps.

Common reference numerals are used throughout the drawings and the 

detailed description to indicate the same elements.

30

Detailed Description

According to various aspects of the present disclosure, a modular ventilatory 

support system which may be transitioned between a stationary, an extended range,
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and a stand-alone configuration, and methods of performing such transitions are 

contemplated. The modular components of the modular ventilatory support system are 

contemplated to include at least a compressor unit, a ventilator which may dock with 

the compressor unit, and a patient interface which may be connected to either the 

5 compressor unit or the ventilator unit. Due to their modular nature, these components 

may be rearranged into at least three different configurations, with such 

configurations having differing attributes relating to the mobility and potential 

duration of use. As such, it may be seen that through use of the modular ventilatory 

support systems and methods contemplated herein, a user may select the most 

10 appropriate configuration for the modular ventilatory support system to fit their 

present needs at any given time, and then may transition the modular ventilatory 

support system to that configuration, achieving flexibility benefits without requiring 

the use of multiple different ventilatory support systems. For example, when 

transitioned to the stationary configuration, mobility is restrictive, but duration of use 

15 is maximized. When transitioned to the extended range configuration, mobility is 

enhanced, with duration of use limited by the battery power of the ventilator. When 

transitioned to the stand-alone configuration, mobility is maximized, with duration of 

use limited by the battery power of the ventilator and the quantity of an external gas 

supply. As such, it may be seen that substantial improvements in a patient’s quality 

20 of life may be achieved through the presently disclosed modular ventilation system.

Turning now to FIG. 1, a front perspective view of a ventilatory support 

apparatus 10 in accordance with an embodiment of the disclosed modular ventilation 

system is shown. The ventilatory support apparatus 10 may be, for example, in the 

exemplary embodiment, one or more components of the Breathe Technologies 

25 Life2000TM Ventilation System described in Appendix A to this specification, the 

disclosure of which is incorporated by reference herein. However, it may be seen that 

the ventilatory support apparatus 10 may be any ventilation system having the herein 

described components and/or operating according to the herein disclosed methods. In 

the exemplary embodiment, the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is transitionable 

30 between a stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand

alone configuration. The ventilatory support apparatus 10 includes at least a 

ventilator 12, a compressor unit 14, and a patient interface 80. In the configuration 

shown in FIG. 1, i.e. the stationary configuration, the ventilator 12, the compressor
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unit 14, and the patient interface 80 are used together. However, in other 

contemplated configurations to which the ventilation system may be transitioned, as 

described below, the ventilator 12 and the patient interface 80 of the ventilatory 

support apparatus 10 may be used independently from the compressor unit 14.

5 The ventilator 12 operates to provide ventilation gas and may be, in the

exemplary embodiment, the Breathe Technologies Life2000TM Ventilator described 

in Appendix A, which can be used with the Breathe Technologies Life2000TM 

Compressor also described in Appendix A, or with an external compressed gas 

source, which may be, in some embodiments, a 50-PSI pressure source. The 

10 ventilation gas may be any gas breathable by a patient using the ventilatory support 

apparatus 10, e.g. oxygen or air.

The ventilator 12 may operate according to known methods of receiving 

compressed gas, generating ventilation gas, and providing that ventilation gas to a 

patient having need of medical ventilation. However, it is contemplated that, in the 

15 exemplary embodiment, the ventilator 12 may be configured and/or operate according 

to certain known configurations of ventilators and/or methods of regulating and 

delivering ventilation gas to provide therapeutic respiratory support, which may 

include, for example, the methods disclosed in Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 7,533,670 

entitled SYSTEMS, METHODS, AND APPARATUS FOR RESPIRATORY 

20 SUPPORT OF A PATIENT, the contents of which are incorporated by reference 

herein; Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 8,381,729 entitled METHODS AND DEVICES 

FOR MINIMALLY INVASIVE RESPIRATORY SUPPORT, the contents of which 

are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 8,418,694 entitled 

SYSTEMS, METHODS, AND APPARATUS FOR RESPIRATORY SUPPORT OF 

25 A PATIENT, the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s 

U.S. Patent No. 8,567,399 entitled METHODS AND DEVICES FOR PROVIDING 

INSPIRATORY AND EXPIRATORY FLOW RELIEF DURING VENTILATION 

THERAPY, the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s 

U.S. Patent No. 8,770,193 entitled METHODS AND DEVICES FOR 

30 CONTROLLING VENTILATOR FUNCTIONS, the contents of which are 

incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 8,776,793 entitled 

METHODS AND DEVICES FOR SENSING RESPIRATION AND 

CONTROLLING VENTILATOR FUNCTIONS, the contents of which are
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incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 8,895,108 entitled 

MECHANICAL VENTILATION MASK FIT STATUS INDICATION, the contents 

of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s U.S. Patent No. 9,399,109 

entitled CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE (CPAP) THERAPY

5 USING MEASUREMENTS OF SPEED AND PRESSURE, the contents of which are 

incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 

13/524,983 (corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 2013/0333702) 

entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR OPERATING A PATIENT VENTILATION 

DEVICE, the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co- 

10 pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 13/566,902 (corresponding to U.S. Patent

Application Pub. No. 2014/0034055) entitled SELECTIVE RAMPING OF 

THERAPEUTIC PRESSURE IN A PATIENT BREATHING APPARATUS, the 

contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. 

Application Ser. No. 13/841,189 (corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 

15 2014/0261426) entitled DUAL PRESSURE SENSOR PATIENT VENTILATOR, the

contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. 

Application Ser. No. 13/849,443 (corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 

2014/0283834) entitled PORTABLE VENTILATOR SECRETION MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM, the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co- 

20 pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 13/927,016 (corresponding to U.S. Patent

Application Pub. No. 2014/0373842) entitled VENTILATOR WITH INTEGRATED 

COOLING SYSTEM, the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; 

Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 13/935,362 (corresponding to U.S. 

Patent Application Pub. No. 2015/0011905) entitled RESPIRATORY CYCLE 

25 PATIENT VENTILATION FLOW LIMITATION DETECTION, the contents of 

which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application 

Ser. No. 14/020,729 (corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 

2015/0073291) entitled APNEA AND HYPOPNEA DETECTION, the contents of 

which are incorporated by reference herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application 

30 Ser. No. 14/104,842 (corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No.

2015/0165143) entitled CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE 

THERAPY AUTO-TITRATION, the contents of which are incorporated by reference 

herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 14/181,431 (corresponding
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to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 2015/0231349) entitled SLEEP DETECTION 

FOR CONTROLLING CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE 

THERAPY, the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein; and 

Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 14/181,435 (corresponding to U.S.

5 Patent Application Pub. No. 2015/0231350) entitled DETECTION OF PATIENT 

INTERFACE DISCONNECT FOR CONTROLLING CONTINUOUS POSITIVE 

AIRWAY PRESURE THERAPY, the contents of which are incorporated by 

reference herein; Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 14/482,444 

(corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 2015/0068528) entitled 

10 CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE THERAPY TARGET 

PRESSURE COMFORT SIGNATURE, the contents of which are incorporated by 

reference herein; and Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 14/482,445 

(corresponding to U.S. Patent Application Pub. No. 2015/0068529) entitled ZERO 

PRESSURE START CONTINUOUS POSITIVE AIRWAY PRESSURE THERAPY, 

15 the contents of which are incorporated by reference herein.

The compressor unit 14 may be, in the exemplary embodiment, the Breathe 

Technologies Life2000TM Compressor described in the attached Appendix A, which 

is an electropneumatic power unit that may provide the ventilator 12 with a 

continuous source of compressed gas and additionally may serve as a charging station 

20 for the ventilator 12. It is contemplated that the ventilator 12 and the compressor unit 

14 may be configured such that the ventilator 12 may be docked with the compressor 

unit 14, e.g. by insertion of the ventilator 12 into the compressor unit 14 as shown in 

FIG. 1. However, it may be seen that the ventilator 12 may be docked with the 

compressor unit 14 in other fashions other than insertions, and the exact method of 

25 docking is not critical, so long as the docking establishes the necessary fluid 

connections between the ventilator 12 and the compressor unit 14, with such fluid 

connections being discussed in detail further below. However, those of ordinary skill 

in the art will recognize that assuming the use of a docking modality involving the 

insertion of the ventilator 12 into the compressor unit 14, it is contemplated that the 

30 shape or form factor of the receptacle or other opening in the compressor unit 14 

which accommodates the ventilator 12 will be complimentary to that of the ventilator 

12 itself as shown in FIG. 1, thus providing both the functional and visual effects of a 

smooth, somewhat seamless integration between these two structural features.
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Turning now to FIG. 2, a front elevational view of a ventilator 12 according to 

the exemplary embodiment is shown. As shown in the example of FIG. 2, the 

ventilator 12 may include a user interface 18 comprising, for example, a display 16, a 

ventilator power button 20, a ventilator power indicator light 22, an alarm speaker 24, 

5 a backup alarm speaker 26, and a breath indicator light 28. The user interface 18 may 

include prescription settings buttons, for example, a high activity button 18a, a 

medium activity button 18b, and a low activity button 18c, and may further include 

other buttons, dials, sliders, switches, etc. The display 16 may be a touch screen, in 

which case the user interface 18 may further include a touch screen functionality of 

10 the display 16. It may therefore be seen that the user interface 18 of the ventilator 

may be configured to receive a user input.

Turning now to FIG. 3, a side elevational view of the exemplary embodiment 

of a ventilator 12 is shown. As shown in the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3, the 

ventilator 12 may further include other aspects such as belt clip sockets 30 for 

15 attachment to a belt clip or other attachment features, in order to support attachment 

of the ventilator 12 to persons or objects when not docked with the compressor unit 

14. The belt clip sockets 30 may be included on both sides of the ventilator 12 (only 

one side shown in FIG. 3). The ventilator may also include internally a rechargeable 

battery 29 and a wireless transmitter 31.

20 Turning now to FIG. 4, a top plan view of the exemplary embodiment of a

ventilator 12 is shown. As shown in the example of FIG. 4, the ventilator 12 may 

further include a ventilator battery charger connection port 32, a ventilator-side 

silence alarm button 34, and an additional port 36. The ventilator-side silence alarm 

button 34 may be used to silence alarms (e.g. as described on pp. 39 and 49 of 

25 Appendix A). The additional port 36 may be used by the manufacturer to interface 

with the ventilator 12, for example, to send and receive data such as firmware 

updates, predefined operative modes, or error logs. In the exemplary embodiment, the 

additional port 36 is a USB port. However, in other embodiments, it may be seen that 

the additional port may be any port known or future developed in the art for 

30 interfacing between devices, or may be omitted entirely.

Turning now to FIG. 5, a bottom plan view of the exemplary embodiment of a 

ventilator 12 is shown. As shown in the example of FIG. 5, the ventilator 12 may 

further include a ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 and a ventilator compressed
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gas inlet port 40. The ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 may, in the exemplary 

embodiment, be configured to accept a multi-lumen patient interface gas inlet port 81 

of a patient interface 80, such as, for example, the various adapters described in 

Applicant’s co-pending U.S. Application Ser. No. 14/020,032 (corresponding to U.S.

5 Patent Application Pub. No. 2015/0068519) entitled JET PUMP ADAPTOR FOR 

VENTILATION SYSTEM, the contents of which are incorporated by reference 

herein. Furthermore, the patient interfaces may be, for example, those interfaces 

described in, for example, Applicant’s U.S. Patent Nos. 8,839,791; 8,844,533; 

9,038,634; 9,038,635; 9,132,250; 9,180,270; 9,227,034; and 9,327,092, the contents 

10 of which are herein incorporated by reference. However, it may be seen that, in other 

embodiments, the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 may be configured in other 

configurations so as to accept or otherwise fluidly connect to a patient interface gas 

inlet port 81 of a patient interface 80 for delivering breathing gas to a patient, with 

possible patient interface 80 including but not being limited to nasal interfaces, nasal 

15 masks, respiratory masks, oro-nasal masks, or intubation devices.

Turning now to FIG. 6, a front perspective view of the compressor unit 14 of 

the exemplary embodiment of the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is shown. As 

shown in the example of FIG. 6, the compressor unit 14 may include a ventilator dock 

42, a compressor power source indicator light 44, a compressor power button 46, a 

20 locking knob 48, a locked icon 50, an unlocked icon 52, a battery charge status button 

54, a battery charge indicator 56, a compressor unit compressed gas output port 58, 

and a compressor unit ventilation gas output port 60. The ventilator dock 42 may 

have a ventilator dock compressed gas output port 43 and a ventilator dock ventilation 

gas inlet port 45 and may further be configured to provide electrical power for 

25 powering the ventilator 12 and for recharging the rechargeable battery 29 of the 

ventilator 12 when the ventilator 12 is docked at the ventilator dock 42. The 

ventilator dock compressed gas output port 43 may be configured to interface with the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 when the ventilator 12 is docked at the 

docking port 42 so as to form a generally sealed fluid connection between the two 

30 ports. Likewise, the ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port 45 may be configured to 

interface with the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 when the ventilator 12 is 

docked at the docking port 42 so as to form a generally sealed fluid connection 

between the two ports. Further, it may be seen that the docking port 42 may
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additionally include a power conduit for interfacing with the ventilator battery charger 

connection port 32 of the ventilator 12 so as to provide electrical power to the 

ventilator 12 when docked at the docking port 42 for powering the ventilator 12 and 

for charging the rechargeable battery 29. The power conduit may, in certain 

5 embodiments, be configured to be spring-loaded or otherwise movable to permit 

retraction and subsequent insertion or other form of connection to ventilator battery 

charger connection port 32, such as when the locking knob 48 is actuated, as it may be 

seen that doing so may more easily permit the insertion of the ventilator 12 into the 

docking port 42. Those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the 

10 complimentary, generally quadrangular (i.e., rectangular) configurations of the 

ventilator 12 as shown in FIGS. 2-5, and it corresponding docking port 42 within the 

compressor unit 14 are exemplary only, and may be substituted with alternative 

complementary shapes without departing from the spirit and scope of the present 

invention.

15 The locked icon 46 may additionally function as a ventilator charging

indicator light. The compressor unit compressed gas output port 58 may, in the 

exemplary embodiment, be a Diameter Index Safety System (DISS) coupling and may 

be, e.g., a DISS 1240 output connection port. However, it may be seen that in other 

embodiments, the compressed gas output port 58 may be any port that is suitable for 

20 outputting compressed gas.

Turning now to FIG. 7, a rear perspective view of the exemplary embodiment 

of the compressor unit 14 is shown. In the exemplary embodiment, the compressor 

unit 14 further includes a handle 62, a low flow gas (e.g. oxygen) input port 64, 

internal battery 66, an ambient air filter cover 68, one or more ambient air apertures 

25 70, a water tray 72, a power supply connection port 74, an alarm speaker 76 (internal),

a compressor-side silence alarm button 78, and a wireless receiver 79 (internal), as 

well as a compressor 83 (internal) for providing compressed gas. The handle 62 may 

be arranged to ensure that the compressor unit 14 remains in an upright position when 

carried. The one or more ambient air apertures 70 may include an ambient air filter 

30 71 for preventing particulate matter from entering into the compressor unit. The

power supply connection port 74 may include a removable or displaceable cover. The 

compressor-side silence alarm button 78 may be used to silence alarms (e.g., as 

described on p. 24 of Appendix A). AC power may be supplied to the compressor
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unit 14 by connecting an external power supply to the power supply connection port 

74 using an AC power cord (e.g., as described on p. 17 of Appendix A).

The compressor 83 may be configured to compress ambient air and/or low- 

pressure gas and to produce compressed gas for subsequently delivery to the 

5 ventilator 12. In the exemplary embodiment, the one or more ambient air apertures 70 

may permit introduction of ambient air to the compressor 83 through the ambient air 

filter 71 to be pressurized by the compressor 83 (e.g., as described on p. 142 of 

Appendix A). It may also be seen, for example, that low-pressure gas may be 

introduced via low flow gas input port 64 to the compressor 83, and that such low- 

10 pressure gas may substitute for or supplement ambient air.

Turning now to FIG. 8, a schematic view of the ventilatory support apparatus 

10 in the stationary configuration is shown. When the ventilatory support apparatus 

10 is in the stationary configuration, the ventilator 12 is docked with the compressor 

unit 14 while the compressor unit 14 is preferably positioned upright on a flat, level 

15 surface.

Turning now to FIGS. 9A-9D, front elevational views (FIGS. 9A and 9D) and 

enlarged cut-away front perspective views (FIGS. 9B and 9C) of the ventilatory 

support apparatus 10 transitioning to the stationary configuration in the exemplary 

embodiment are shown in a process having four steps. However, it may be seen that 

20 in other embodiments, the process of docking the ventilator 12 at the docking port 42 

may differ. According to the exemplary embodiment of the docking process, first, 

after it is ensured that the ventilator 12 is powered off (the ventilator 12 may be 

powered off using the ventilator power button 20), it is confirmed that the locking 

knob 48 on the compressor unit 14 is in the unlocked position as shown in FIG. 9A, 

25 e.g., with an appropriate indicator mark on the locking knob 48 facing the unlocked

icon 52. Second, as shown in FIG. 9B, the ventilator 12 is positioned in the ventilator 

dock 42 of the compressor unit 14 with one end (e.g. the bottom end) inserted first as 

shown, and the ventilator 12 is pushed in the direction of the one end (e.g. the 

direction of the arrow in FIG. 9B) until the ventilator 12 clicks into place, indicating 

30 that the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 has been interfaced to form a generally 

sealed fluid connection with the ventilator dock compressed gas output port 43, and 

that the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 has been interfaced to form a 

generally sealed fluid connection with the ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port 45.
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Third, as shown in FIG. 9C, the center of the ventilator 12 is pushed in the direction 

of the compressor unit 14 (e.g., pushed at “Push here” in FIG. 9C) until the front of 

the ventilator 12 is flush with the front of the compressor unit 14 and the ventilator 12 

clicks into place. Fourth, and finally, as shown in FIG. 9D, the locking knob 48 on 

5 the compressor unit 14 is turned to the locked position, e.g. with an appropriate 

indicator mark on the locking knob 48 facing the locked icon 50. In this way, the 

ventilator 12 may be docked with the compressor unit 14. As noted above, the locked 

icon 50 may function as a ventilator charging indicator light. Thus, the locked icon 

50 may light up when the compressor unit 14 is powered on and the ventilator 12 is 

10 properly docked to indicate that the ventilator 12 is being charged by the compressor 

unit 14.

Turning now to FIG. 10, a front perspective view of the ventilatory support 

apparatus 10 in the stationary configuration, including the patient interface 80, is 

shown. The patient interface 80 is for receiving ventilation gas and delivering 

15 ventilation gas to a patient and may be any dedicated or universal interface used to 

connect a non-invasive mask (e.g., full face, nasal, pillows) or tracheostomy tube to 

the ventilatory support apparatus 10 or ventilator 12. The patient interface 80 may be, 

for example, in the exemplary embodiment, the Breathe Technologies Universal 

Circuit™ interface. The patient interface 80 has a patient interface gas inlet port 81 

20 transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the compressor unit 

compressed gas output port 58 of the compressor unit 14 and placement in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 of the ventilator 12. 

As shown in FIG. 10, when the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is in the stationary 

configuration, the patient interface 80 may be plugged into the compressor unit 

25 compressed gas output port 58.

Turning now to FIG. 11, an enlarged cut-away rear perspective view of the 

ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the stationary configuration, along with low-flow 

gas tubing 82, is shown. When using a prescription setting that uses oxygen as the 

source gas, a low flow supplemental oxygen source (not shown), such as a stationary 

30 oxygen concentrator, may be connected to the compressor unit 14. As shown in FIG.

11, one end of the oxygen connecting tubing 82 may be attached to the low flow gas 

input port 64, e.g., by pushing and turning the oxygen connecting tubing 82 until it is 

completely and securely attached. The other end of the oxygen connecting tubing 82
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may be connected to the low flow supplemental oxygen source, which may then be 

turned on.

With the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the stationary configuration, the 

compressor unit 14 may be powered on by pressing the compressor power button 46,

5 upon which the compressor power source indicator light 44 may illuminate to indicate 

the power source. For example, green illumination of the compressor power source 

indicator light 44 may indicate that the compressor is connected to AC power (e.g., by 

connection to an external power supply via the power supply connection port 74 and 

an AC power cord), while orange illumination of the compressor power source 

10 indicator light 44 may indicate that the compressor is using internal battery power as 

described below. According to the powering on sequence of the exemplary 

embodiment, the ventilator 12 is powered on by pressing the ventilator power button 

20, upon which the ventilator power indicator light 22 may illuminate. After power 

on of the compressor unit 14 and ventilator 12, various tests (e.g., a test of the alarm 

15 speaker) may be performed and startup screens may be displayed on the display 16, 

with the display 16 eventually displaying a “Home” screen (e.g., as described on p. 21 

of Appendix A).

The compressor unit 14 may include an internal battery 66 for alleviating 

temporary power disruptions. The internal battery 66 of the compressor unit 14 may 

20 charge when the compressor unit 14 is connected to AC power (e.g., by connection to 

an external power supply via the power supply connection port 74 and an AC power 

cord). The internal battery 66 of the compressor unit 14 may have a maximum 

charge, e.g., two hours. The battery charge indicator 56 may include a series of 

indicator lights arranged as a battery charge scale, e.g., surrounding the battery charge 

25 status button 54, the battery charge scale indicating the current battery charge level of 

the compressor unit 14 (e.g., as described on pp. 22-23 of Appendix A). The battery 

charge status button 54 may be used, for example to illuminate the battery charge 

indicator 56 when the compressor unit 14 is powered off.

When the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is transitioned to the stationary 

30 configuration, the ventilator 12 is docked at the ventilator dock 42 of the compressor 

unit 14, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 is in fluid communication with the 

ventilator dock compressed gas output port 43, the ventilator ventilation gas output 

port 38 is in fluid communication with the ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port
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45, and the patient interface gas inlet port 81 of the patient interface 80 is in fluid 

communication with the compressor unit ventilation gas output port 60, such that 

compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit 14 to the ventilator 12 and 

ventilation gas is returned to the compressor unit 14 for subsequent output from the

5 compressor unit 14 to the patient interface 80, e.g., via the compressor unit ventilation 

gas output port 60.

With the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the stationary configuration, the 

compressor unit 14 may be powered off by pressing the compressor power button 46. 

According to the preferred powering off sequence, the ventilator 12 may then be 

10 powered off by using the ventilator power button 20, e.g., by pressing the ventilator 

power button 20 for three seconds and confirming power off using the display 16 

(e.g., as described on p. 25 of Appendix A).

Turning now to FIG. 12, a schematic view of the ventilatory support apparatus 

10 in the extended range configuration is shown. As noted above, the ventilatory 

15 support apparatus 10 may be used in different configurations of operation as the 

patient’s needs change. In the extended range configuration, the ventilator 12 is 

connected to the compressor unit 14 with a compressed gas hose 84 to enable the 

activities of daily living. The compressed gas hose 84 may be, for example, a high- 

pressure hose of any length, e.g., six feet or fifty feet. In the exemplary embodiment, 

20 the compressed gas hose 84 connects to the compressor unit compressed gas output 

port 58 of the compressor unit 14 and to the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 of 

the ventilator 12 via DISS fittings. However, it may be seen that in other 

embodiments of a ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the extended range 

configuration, the compressed gas hose 84 may connect the compressor unit 

25 compressed gas output port 58 to the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 

according to any known or future developed method.

Turning now to FIGS. 13A and 13B, a front elevational view and an enlarged 

cut-away front perspective view of the ventilatory support apparatus 10 transitioning 

away from the stationary configuration according to the exemplary embodiment is 

30 shown in two steps. First, after it is ensured that the ventilator 12 is powered off (the 

ventilator 12 may be powered off using the ventilator power button 20), the locking 

knob 48 on the compressor unit 14 is turned to the unlocked position as shown in FIG. 

13A, e.g., with an appropriate indicator mark on the locking knob 48 facing the
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unlocked icon 52, at which point the compressor unit 14 will eject the ventilator 12. 

Second, and finally, as shown in FIG. 13B, the ventilator 12 is pulled in a direction to 

remove the remaining inserted end of the ventilator 12 (e.g., the bottom end) from the 

ventilator dock 42 of the compressor unit 14 (e.g., pulled in the direction of the arrow

5 in FIG. 13B) until the ventilator 12 is separated from the ventilator dock 42 of the 

compressor unit 14. In this way, the ventilator 12 may be undocked from the 

compressor unit 14.

Turning now to FIG. 14, a schematic view of the connection of the ventilator

12 to the compressor unit 14 via the compressed gas hose 84 in the extended range

10 configuration according to the exemplary embodiment is shown. Connecting the 

ventilator 12 to the compressor unit 14 via the compressed gas hose 84 allows use of 

the ventilator 12 without the ventilator 12 having to be docked with the compressor 

unit 14. According to the preferred connecting sequence, it is first ensured that the 

ventilator 12 is powered off, whereas the compressor unit 14 may be powered off or

15 powered on. The ventilator 12 is then undocked from the compressor unit 14, e.g., by 

the example method described with respect to FIG. 13. The compressed gas hose 84 

is then attached to the compressor unit compressed gas output port 58. For example, 

in the exemplary embodiment where the compressor unit compressed gas output port 

58 is a DISS 1240 output connection port, the compressed gas hose may be connected

20 to the compressor unit compressed gas output port 58 via a DISS connection on the 

compressed gas hose 84. Lastly, the other end of the compressed gas hose 84 is 

connected to the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 of the ventilator 12, e.g., by 

pushing a small quick connect end onto the ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 

until it clicks into place.

25 Turning now to FIG. 15, a cut-away front perspective view of the ventilator

12, showing the bottom of the ventilator 12, along with the patient interface 80, is 

shown. As shown in FIG. 15, in the extended range configuration, the patient 

interface 80 may be plugged into the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38.

In the exemplary embodiment, when the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is in

30 the extended range configuration, the compressor unit 14 may be powered on by 

pressing the compressor power button 46, upon which the compressor power source 

indicator light 44 may illuminate to indicate the power source in the same way as 

when the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is in the stationary configuration. For
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example, green illumination of the compressor power source indicator light 44 may 

indicate that the compressor is connected to AC power (e.g., by connection to an 

external power supply via the power supply connection port 74 and an AC power 

cord), while orange illumination of the compressor power source indicator light 44 

5 may indicate that the compressor is using internal battery power as described below.

Continuing the exemplary powering on sequence, the ventilator 12 may then be 

powered on by pressing the ventilator power button 20 in the same way as when the 

ventilatory support apparatus 10 is in the stationary configuration, upon which the 

ventilator power indicator light 22 may illuminate. After power on of the compressor 

10 unit 14 and ventilator 12, various tests (e.g., a test of the alarm speaker) may be 

performed and startup screens may be displayed on the display 16, with the display 16 

eventually displaying a “Home” screen (e.g. as described on p. 33 of Appendix A).

As noted above, the compressor unit 14 may include an internal battery 66 for 

temporary power disruptions. The behavior of the internal battery 66 of the 

15 compressor unit 14, battery charge indicator 56, and battery charge status button 54 

may be the same in the extended range configuration as in the stationary 

configuration. However, it may be seen that the compressor unit 14 may be powered 

on or off in alternative ways, such as, for example, by user input at the user interface 

18 of the ventilator 12, wherein a wireless transmitter 31 of the ventilator 12 may 

20 communicate with the wireless receiver 79 of the compressor unit 14.

The ventilator 12 may also include a rechargeable battery 29 for use while 

undocked from the compressor unit 14, e.g., while the ventilatory support apparatus 

10 is in the extended range configuration. The rechargeable battery 29 of the 

ventilator 12 may charge while the ventilator 12 is docked with the compressor unit 

25 14, which may function as a charging station for the ventilator 12 as noted above.

The rechargeable battery 29 of the ventilator 12 may also be charged in other ways, 

such as via a ventilator battery charger 86 connecting the ventilator battery charger 

connection port 32 to a power source such as a wall outlet or a generator. The 

rechargeable battery 29 of the ventilator 12 may have a maximum charge, e.g., four 

30 hours, and may take approximately three to four hours to fully recharge whether the 

ventilator 12 is off or on. When the ventilator 12 is powered on (e.g., via the 

ventilator power button 20, the ventilator power indicator light 22 being illuminated), 

a ventilator battery charge icon on the display 16 may show the current battery charge
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level of the rechargeable battery 29 of the ventilator 12 (e.g. as described on p. 36 of 

Appendix A).

Turning now to FIG. 16, a schematic view of the connection of the ventilator 

12 to the ventilator battery charger 86 via the ventilator battery charger cord 88 is

5 shown. The ventilator battery charger cord 88 may be integrally or removably 

connected to the ventilator battery charger 86. Connecting the ventilator 12 to the 

ventilator battery charger 86 allows charging of the internal battery of the ventilator 

12 without the ventilator 12 having to be docked with the compressor unit 14. 

According to the preferred connecting sequence, a ventilator AC power cord 90 is 

10 first connected to the ventilator battery charger 86 and thereafter plugged into an AC 

power source. Then, the ventilator battery charger cord 88 (which is already 

connected to the ventilator battery charger 86) is connected to the ventilator battery 

charger connection port 32 of the ventilator 12 (e.g., as described on p. 37 of 

Appendix A).

15 Turning now to FIGS. 17A and 17B, perspective views showing the ventilator

12 being attached to the belt clip 92 in an example process having the two steps is 

shown. The belt clip 92 may be used to secure the ventilator 12 so as to be wearable 

on a belt or waistband and may, for example, include protrusions corresponding to the 

belt clip sockets 30 on the ventilator 12. First, as shown in FIG. 17A, the belt clip 92 

20 is securely fastened to a belt or waistband by positioning the belt clip 92 over the belt 

or waistband and pushing down (e.g. the direction of the arrow in FIG. 17A) until the 

belt clip 92 is secure. Second, and lastly, as shown in FIG. 17B, the belt clip 92 may 

be lined up with the belt clip sockets 30 on the ventilator 12, and the ventilator 12 

may be pushed toward the belt clip 92 until a connection is made, e.g., until the 

25 protrusions on the belt clip 92 enter the belt clip sockets 30 on the ventilator 12, 

causing an audible click. In this way, the ventilator 12 may be wearable while the 

ventilatory support apparatus 10 is in the extended range configuration. Alternatively, 

the ventilator 12 may, in the extended range configuration, be mounted to a pole 

mount 94 as described below with respect to the stand-alone configuration. However, 

30 it may be seen that there may be a multitude of schemes for mounting or otherwise 

using the ventilator 12 in the configurations in which it is not docked with the 

compressor unit 14, and as such the specific illustrated methods should not be 

construed as limiting the scope of the present disclosure.
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When the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is transitioned to the extended 

range configuration, the ventilator 12 is not docked at the ventilator dock 42, the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port 40 is in fluid communication with the compressor 

unit compressed gas output port 58, and the patient interface gas inlet port 81 of the 

5 patient interface 80 is in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas 

output port 38, such that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit 14 to the 

ventilator 12 and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator 12 to the patient 

interface 80 without being returned to the compressor unit 14.

With the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the extended range configuration, 

10 the ventilator 12 of the exemplary embodiment may be powered off by pressing the 

ventilator power button 20, which in the exemplary embodiment may be performed 

by pressing the ventilator power button 20 for three seconds and confirming power off 

using the display 16 (e.g., as described on p. 40 of Appendix A). According to the 

exemplary powering off sequence, the compressor unit 14 may then be powered off 

15 by using the compressor power button 46. With the ventilator 12 powered off, the 

extended range configuration can be terminated by disconnecting the compressed gas 

hose 84 from the ventilator 12 and the compressor unit 14 (e.g., as described on p. 41 

of Appendix A).

Turning now to FIG. 18, a schematic view of the ventilatory support apparatus 

20 10 in the stand-alone configuration is shown. As noted above, the ventilatory support

apparatus 10 may be used in different configurations of operation as the patient’s 

needs change. In the exemplary embodiment of the stand-alone configuration, the 

ventilator 12 is connected via the compressed gas hose 84 to an external compressed 

gas source 100, e.g. an air or oxygen gas cylinder (50-PSI and/or < 40 LPM at 41 PSI) 

25 or wall connection. However, it may be seen that in other embodiments, the external 

compressed gas source 100 may include any source of compressed gas suitable for 

use with a ventilator 12. In the exemplary embodiment, the ventilator 12 may be 

compatible with medical grade compressed air or oxygen. However, it may be seen 

that in certain embodiments, the ventilator 12 may be only suitable for use with one or 

30 the other, or with other compressed gases or blends of compressed gases.

When the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is transitioned from the stationary 

configuration to the stand-alone configuration, the ventilator 12 may be undocked 

from the compressor unit 14 in the same way as described above with respect to
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FIGS. 13A and 13B regarding transitioning to the extended range configuration. In 

the exemplary embodiment of the stand-alone configuration, after the ventilator 12 is 

undocked in this way, the compressor unit 14 may be powered off using the 

compressor power button 46.

5 With the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the stand-alone configuration, the

ventilator 12, in the exemplary embodiment, may then be powered on by pressing the 

ventilator power button 20 in the same way as when the exemplary ventilatory 

support apparatus 10 is in the stationary configuration or the extended range 

configuration, upon which the ventilator power indicator light 22 may illuminate.

10 After power on of the compressor unit 14 and ventilator 12, various tests (e.g., a test 

of the alarm speaker) may be performed and startup screens may be displayed on the 

display 16, with the display 16 eventually displaying a “Home” screen (e.g., as 

described on p. 44 of Appendix A). As noted above, the ventilator 12 may include an 

internal battery 66 for use while undocked from the compressor unit 14, e.g. while the

15 ventilatory support apparatus 10 is in the extended range configuration or the stand

alone configuration. The behavior of the internal battery 66 of the ventilator 12 and 

ventilator battery charge icon on the display 16, as well as the use of the ventilator 

battery charger connection port 32, ventilator battery charger 86, ventilator battery 

charger cord 88, and ventilator AC power cord 90, may be the same in the stand-alone 

20 configuration as in the extended range configuration (e.g., as described on pp. 45-46 

of Appendix A). Moreover, in the stand-alone configuration, the patient interface 80 

may be plugged into the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38 in the same way as 

shown in FIG. 15 and described with respect to extended range configuration.

With the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in the stand-alone configuration, the

25 ventilator 12 may be wearable on a belt or waistband via the belt clip 92 in the same 

way as described above with respect to FIGS. 17A and 17B. Alternatively, in either 

the stand-alone configuration or the extended range configuration, the belt clip 92 

may also be used to secure the ventilator 12 to a pole via a pole mount 94 as described 

below. However, it may also be seen that other methods of securing the ventilator 12 

30 and locations where it may be secured may be achieved, without departing from the 

scope of the disclosure.

Turning now to FIGS. 19A-19C, perspective views showing an exemplary 

embodiment of the ventilator 12 being secured to a pole via the belt clip 92 and the
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pole mount 94 in an process having three steps are shown. First, as shown in FIG. 

19A, the pole mount 94 is positioned around the pole in the desired orientation and 

secured to the pole. In the example shown in FIGS. 19A-19C, the pole mount 94 

includes a vice clamp 96 that can be tightened around a pole by turning a knob 98, 

5 thereby securing the pole mount 94 to the pole. Second, as shown in FIG. 19B, the 

belt clip 92 is slid into a hole on the top of the pole mount 94 and pushed down (e.g., 

in the direction of the arrow shown in FIG. 19B) until secure. Third, and finally, the 

belt clip 92 is lined up with the belt clip sockets 30 on the ventilator 12, and the 

ventilator 12 is pushed toward the belt clip 92 until a connection is made, e.g., until 

10 the protrusions on the belt clip 92 enter the belt clip sockets 30 on the ventilator 12, 

causing an audible click.

Turning now to FIGS. 20A-20C, perspective views (FIGS. 20A and 20B) and 

a top plan view (FIG. 20C) of the exemplary embodiment the ventilatory support 

apparatus 10 transitioning to the stand-alone configuration by connection of the 

15 ventilator 12 to an external compressed gas source 100 in an example process having 

three steps are shown. First, with the ventilator 12 powered off (the ventilator 12 may 

be powered off using the ventilator power button 20), an oxygen regulator 102 is 

connected to the external compressed gas source 100 as shown in FIG. 20A, e.g., by 

sliding the oxygen regulator 102 over the neck of an oxygen cylinder (external 

20 compressed gas source 100), lining up pins on the oxygen regulator 102 with holes on 

the neck, and tightening a tee screw on the oxygen regulator 102 by turning a handle. 

Second, as shown in FIG. 20B, the compressed gas hose 84 is connected to the 

oxygen regulator 102, e.g. to a DISS connector end of the oxygen regulator 102. 

Third, and finally, as shown in FIG. 20C, after turning on the gas supply according to 

25 the preferred usage method of the external compressed gas source 100 and oxygen 

regulator 102, the other end of the compressed gas hose 84 is connected to the 

ventilator 12, e.g., by pushing the small quick connect end onto the ventilator 

compressed gas inlet port 40 until it clicks into place. The external compressed gas 

source 100 may thereafter be replaced, e.g., as described on p. 53 of Appendix A.

30 In the exemplary embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 20A-20C, the external

compressed gas source 100 is an oxygen cylinder and the compressed gas hose 84 and 

oxygen regulator 102 are used. However, it may be seen that in other embodiments, 

the external compressed gas source 100 may be different, e.g., another gas or gas
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blend other than oxygen, a portable gas compressor, or another oxygen source such as 

an oxygen concentrator. If the external compressed gas source 100 is an air cylinder, 

another hose such as an air hose may be used in place of the compressed gas hose 84 

and another appropriate regulator may be used in place of the oxygen regulator 102.

5 When the ventilatory support apparatus 10 is transitioned to the stand-alone

configuration, the ventilator 12 is not docked at the ventilator dock 42, the ventilator 

compressed gas inlet port 40 is in fluid communication with an external compressed 

gas source 100, and the patient interface gas inlet port 81 is in fluid communication 

with the ventilator ventilation gas output port 38, such that compressed gas is 

10 provided by the external compressed gas source 100 to the ventilator 12 and 

ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator 12 to the patient interface 80 without 

passing through the compressor unit 14.

With the ventilatory support apparatus 10 of the exemplary embodiment in the 

stand-alone configuration, the ventilator 12 may be powered off by pressing the 

15 ventilator power button 20 in the same way as in the extended range configuration, 

e.g., by pressing the ventilator power button 20 for three seconds and confirming 

power off using the display 16 (e.g., as described on p. 40 of Appendix A). With the 

ventilator 12 powered off, the stand-alone range configuration can be terminated by 

disconnecting the compressed gas hose 84 from the ventilator 12 and the external 

20 compressed gas source 100.

As noted above, the ventilator 12 may include a wireless transmitter 31 and 

the compressor unit 14 may include a wireless receiver 79. In any of the above

described configurations (e.g. the stationary configuration, the extended range 

configuration, or the stand-alone configuration), the compressor 83 of the compressor 

25 unit 14 may be controllable by signal transmission from the wireless transmitter 31 to 

the wireless receiver 83 initiated by user input at the user interface 18. In this way, 

whether or not the ventilator 12 is docked with the compressor unit 14, the patient or 

another user of the ventilator 12 can wireless control the ventilatory support apparatus

10. Signal transmission between the wireless transmitter 31 and wireless receiver 83 

30 may be according to any wireless communication standard known in the art.

Alternatively, the ventilator 12 may communicate with the compressor unit 14 by a 

wired connection, in which case the wireless transmitter 31 and the wireless receiver 

79 may be omitted. However, it may be seen that wireless communication may be
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advantageous, in that the ventilator 12 may be configured to control all electronically 

controllable aspects of the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in all configurations, 

without necessitating a separate set of controls on the compressor unit, and without 

requiring the presence of a wired signal link.

5 The ability to use the ventilatory support apparatus 10 in any one of the

aforementioned configurations is attributable, at least in part, to the structural and 

functional features of its electromechanical pneumatic system which is under the 

control of a microprocessor. A pneumatic diagram of this system is provided on p. 

142 of Appendix A. Along these lines, p. 142 of Appendix A sets forth the overall 

10 performance specifications of the ventilatory support apparatus 10 corresponding to 

its use in any of the aforementioned configurations.

The above description is given by way of example, and not limitation. Given 

the above disclosure, one skilled in the art could devise variations that are within the 

scope and spirit of the invention disclosed herein. Further, the various features of the 

15 embodiments disclosed herein can be used alone, or in varying combinations with 

each other and are not intended to be limited to the specific combination described 

herein. Thus, the scope of the claims is not to be limited by the exemplary 

embodiments.

By way of example, it is contemplated that an alternative version of the 

20 ventilatory support apparatus 10 may be provided which is adapted to be used in only 

the stationary and extended range configurations, and is not necessarily adapted for 

use in the stand-alone configuration. In such a variation, structures and on-board 

control algorithms/software corresponding to functionality in such stand-alone 

configuration could be eliminated in the ventilatory support apparatus 10. Along 

25 these lines, it is also contemplated that an alternative version of the ventilatory 

support apparatus 10 may be provided which eliminates features such as the low flow 

gas input port 64 in the compressor unit 14, along with its ancillary structural and 

functional/control features. In this instance, with the elimination of the low flow gas 

input port 64 and the resultant inability to introduce, for example, oxygen directly into 

30 the compressor unit 14 via that low flow gas input port 64, it is further contemplated 

that such variant of the ventilatory support apparatus 10 may be used in conjunction 

with a patient interface which is uniquely configured to allow, for example, oxygen to 

be introduced directly into such patient interface from a suitable source.
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Throughout this specification, unless the context requires otherwise, the word 

"comprise", and variations such as "comprises" and "comprising", will be understood 

to imply the inclusion of a stated integer or step or group of integers or steps but not 

the exclusion of any other integer or step or group of integers or steps.

5

The reference to any prior art in this specification is not, and should not be taken as, 

an acknowledgment or any form of suggestion that the prior art forms part of the 

common general knowledge.
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INDICATIONS FOR USE SAFETY INFORMATION

Plea:-;? read the mllowing safety warnirigs and cautions in iheir entirety been e using the Brea the Technoiogic- 
Life2OOO™ ve.Ttilat'on System. Warnings and cautions can also be found throughout this insti’jclions for Use.

/^WARNING:

Use the Breathe Technologies L lfe2C'OO™ Ventilation System only for patients who meet the Indications for Use. 
if the ventilation system is usee for patients that de not meet tne indications for Use, patients may not receive 
appropriate respiratory therapy.

SYMBOLS AND CONVENTIONS

yfts.WARNiNG:

• The Breathe Technologies Llfe2OOC·™ Ventilation System is a restricteo meoicai device intended for use by 
qualified, trained personnel under tne direction of a physician.

- Use the Breathe Technologies Life2OGOTM Ventilation System only for patients who meet the Indications for 
Use. If the ventilation system is use:! for patients that do not meet the Indications for Use, patients may not 
receive appropriate respiratory therapy

- I’the Breathe Technologies Life2OOC'™ Ventilation System is not functioning properly; respiratory therapy 
may be compromised and may result in patient harm or death. Always have an alternate means of ventilation 
or oxygen therapy available.

- The operator c’the ventilation system is responsible for reading and understanding this manual before use.
- Failure to read this instructions for use may result in product misuse, which may cause equipment damage 

or patient rtiistreatmenr.
• The prescription and other device settings should only be changed on the order of the supervising 

physician.
- When the ventilation system is in use. keep it in a well-ventilated area to prevent it from overheating. 

The ventilation system may overheat and be permanently damaged if F is used in an area that is not well 
ventilated.

- Do not allow smoking near oxygen sources or near the ventilation system and do not olace oz/gen sources 
01 the ventilation system near any source of direct heat or open flame because flammable materials burn 
more readily in rhe presence of oxygen

• Do not submerge the ventilation system In liquids or pour liquids on it. Liquids may cause components In the 
system to malfunction.

- Do not use the Breathe Technologies LlfeZOGO™ Ventilation System in magnetic resonance imaging (MR!) 
environments. MRi equipment may cause electronic components in the system to malfunction.

- Do not use the ventilator or compressor ir, the presence of fiammabie anesthetics.

- Do not use the ventilation system with oxygen in the presence of’lammable anesthetics such as fiuroxene, 
cyclopropane, diviny! ether, ethyl chloride, ethyl ether and ethylene, as they may form flammable or 
explosive mixtures with oxygen.

- Do not use the ventilator or compressor with helium or helium mixtures.
- Do not use the ventilator or compressor with nitric oxide.

- Do not use the ventilator or compressor in a hyperbaric chamber.

• Do not ea t, drink, or chew gum while using the ventilation system. Food or liquids that make contact with the 
ventilation system may cause components in the system to malfunction Eating, drinking, or chewing gum 
wniie using the system may also increase the risk of choking.

• Do not power on or use the con'pressor without the filters ano water tray properly installed.

- Do not insert foreign objects inm any part of the ventilation system.

For any accessories, read the label and accompanying document(s) before use.
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t LIFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION LIFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION 1

^WARNING: CAUTION:

the clip

around ths ears to avoid strangulation.

Do not cover or block the compressor's speakers with tape or any other object Covering the speakers may
make it difficult for a patient or caregiver to hear alarms, which may result in inadeauate respiratory therapy.
Do not cover the ventilator, touch screen, speaker, or backus alarm butter with tape or any other object. 
Covering the ventilator or any of its parts might cause difficulty in hearing alarms and might affect ventilator 
performance.

Reducing tne ala rm loudness level to lower than the ambient sound level will irr.pede alarm, condition

The hackside of the ventilator enclosure may reach 49’C in a 40‘C environment.
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t UFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION UFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION 1

FEATURES PACKAGING CONTENTS

^WARNING: For any access;

• C’Tei s three olfferentvoiume contro! modes of

accompanying decumentjs) before use.

r—®

10
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t LIFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION LIFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION 1

SYSTEM COMPONENTS COMPRESSOR

TOI- FROM1 BOTTOM

1 4 r'oucn screen 11 Interface connection

2 Silence Alarm button

3 ror manufacturer's use oniv

5 Prescription Settings buttons 12 Gas mlet connection

i:^S High AHMty button

M Activity button

Low Activity button

6

7 Power irnTcalor iigr-it

8 Alarm speaker

& Backup alarm speaker

10 Breatn indicator light

SIDE

13 Belt clip sockets
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t LIFE2000 VENTILATION SYSTEM INTRODUCTION CHAPTERS: STATIONARY CONFIGURATION

CONFIGURATIONS INTRODUCTION TO STATIONARY CONFIGURATION

Life2000T"1 Compressor (compressor;. vhe system can oe used in three different configurations.

STATIONARY CONFIGURATION

In Stationary Configuration, the ventilator is docked into the compressor. Tne compressor provides the ventilator
a continuous pre; sure source and functions as a charging statior

Tire ventilator is docked inm the compressor mi ventilation while resting. For information abotrl howto setup 
ventilation system In this configuration, see the followng chapter "Chapter 2: Stationary Contigui atlon".

EXTENDED RANGE WEARABLE) CONFIGURATION

The ventilator Is connected to the compressor with a gas supply nose to enable the activifes of daily living, r or 
infer matior i about how to setup the ver dilation syslem in this- configuration, see "Chapter ?, F-tended Range

TESTING THE VENTILATION SYSTEM

In a multi· patent setting, the ventilation system must ba testeo before it is assigned to a new patient. For 
instructions on testing the ventilation system, see 1 'esting ventilator A'arms" on cage 124.

STAND ALONE WEARABLE) CONFIGURATION

■ ilfernate pressure source sucn as an oxygen or air cylinder, or hospital wal1 
it howto setup Vie ventilator in this configuration, see "Chapter w Stand-alone
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2 STATIONARY CONFIGURATION STATIONARY CONFIGURATION 2

POSITIONING AND CARRYING THE COMPRESSOR SUPPLYING POWER TO THE COMPRESSOR

>ulc

NOTE I |

/^WARNING:

■ Do net us:·? the ventilation system in the presence of flammable anesthetics.

• Do not cover or block tne ventilation system’s speakers with tape or any other object. Covering the speakers 
rosy make It difficult for a patient or caregiver to hear alarms, which may result in inadequate respiratory

■ Do not cover the ventilator touch screen, speaker, or backup aiarm butter with tape or any other object 
Covering the ventilator or any of its parts might cause difficulty in hearing alarms and might affect ventilator 
performance.

- When the ventilater is in use, keep it in a well-ventilated area to prevent it from overheating. The ventilator 
may overheat and be permanently damaged if it is used in an area that is riot well ventilated.

• Do not connect tne ventilation system components or accessories to any otner equipment that is not 
described in this Instructions for ‘Use.

^CAUTIOM:

• Keep in a clean environment to protect the ventilation system from ingress of dust, lire, arid pests.

• Do not leave the ventilation system exposed to the sun or other sources of radiant heat, it may overheat.

- Do not aliow children or pets to access the ventilation system, it may become damaged

included with lh<? c

./^.CAUTION:
- Do not place rhe compressor cordset or external power supply on wet surfaces or use in wet environments. 

Wet environments may damage the power cordset cr external power supply and may cause electric shock.

- Use only the Breathe Technologies approved cordset ano external power supply with the compressor. Using 
an unauthorized cordset er external power supply may damage the compressor.
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2 STATIONARY CONFIGURATION STATIONARY CONFIGURATION 2

DUCKING THE VENTILATOR INTO THE COMPRESSOR

P1 uci tne Universal Circuit™ interface οι Pi I io ws Interface Into the interface ooKt on the sice of the comoresso·' until 
it c licks. Γ-or more info: mation about wearing interlaces, see ''Chapter 5: Connecting ari In ie, face" on cage 56.
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2 STATIONARY CONFIGURATION STATIONARY CONFIGURATION 2

CONNECTING TO A LOW FLOW OXYGEN SOURCE

2 Altach one end:+ die tutiing to ihe low Bow oxygen inoul on 1 he brick ;+ Lb-? compressor by pushing nno
i: .'1111· i ■. i' μ Ί ' ' ' h ii ...... 11 ■ i 1:11 11111 I :111111 11 I: ■ 1111,11 111 11 ■ 1111 I : ■1 1 ui1 ί\· . ί μ 1 μ ■■ i

ϋ '■ n| ii μ ■' i μ μ ■ nil μ ·ι .......  μ μ ■ < ,μυι μ i; > < h ιι > ■> >:......   ii μ i μ > ii ;> ■ μι n ji >:> ·ι >;> ·ι ii μ iw ιμ w : xygc-ri Soin ;>?

4 il'i 11 "I i μ ■ ' ■■.·■·;· μ ·, i :ιι■ ■ ■

NOTt: Make sure to conned xjnd turn co tne oxygen source, wnen used

jch screen is ready to use. Tne Horne screen will display Air or O- 
■d.

ion Setting button is selected. Γ-or iroie intorrnation see "Choosing 
78.

20 21
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2 STATIONARY CONFIGURATION STATIONARY CONFIGURATION 2

CHECKING THE COMPRESSOR’S INTERNAL BATTERY STATUS

r;-iiy powc-r d'SrUfrticns. This iritorriei! Pat1c-:y:

The coni^rassc's low bettery oiarrn will souno vtcen its interne! Lottery charge drops below 20%.

BATTEFfV CHARGE STATUS (WHEN CONNECTED TO AC POWER;
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2 STATIONARY CONFIGURATION STATIONARY CONFIGURATION 2

SILENCE ALARM BUTTON ON THE COMPRESSOR POWERING OFF SEQUENCE

Silencing arid rtearinij I c-ι r m € is a mu! c-sle;; process ihed depends on aiairn prioriiy 2nd how many 
active. Γ-or nwe information see 'ChaQ-ier 7; Alarms, Aleuts, and Troubleshooting".

,s the Compressor Power button.

ne ventilator Power button for three seconds until a confimnation screen

:iior, choose CONFIRM
ithin 20 seconds or n the BACK, button is selected, the previous screen w;·! 

latus will not be a’fecfed

SEP R'essure h'gh-prioi'ty alarm, touch OK
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CHAPTER EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

INTRODUCTION TO EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION POSITIONING AND CARRYING THE COMPRESSOR

TESTING THE VENTILATION SYSTEM

in a mu I c-patient setting, tne ventilation :-y:-te m must oe tested before it is assigned to a new cadent r-or 
'ns'-ructions on test'na tne ventilation system, see "Testing Ventilator Alarms" on page '24.

^WARNING:

• Do not rise the ventilation system in the presence of flammable anesthetics.

- Do not cover or block the ventilation system's speakers with tape or any other object. Covering the speakers 
may make it dlfflcuit for a patient or caregiver to hoar alarms, which may result in inadequate respiratory 
therapy.

• Do not cover the ventilator, touch screen speaker, or backup alarm buzzer with rape or any other object. 
Covering the ventilator or any of Its pars might cause difficulty In hearing alarms and might affiect ventilator

• When the ventilator is In use. keep it in a weil-ventilatec area to prevent it from overheating The ventilator 
may overheat arid be permanently damaged if It is used in an area that is not well ventilated.

- Do not connect the ventilation system components or accessories to any other equipment that is not 
described In this Instructions for Use.

CAUTION
- Keep in a clean environment to protect the ventilation system fi om ingress of dust, lint, and pests.

- Do not leave tne ventilation system exposed to the sun or otner sources of radiant neat, it may overheat.

• Do not allow children or pets to access the ventilation system, it may become damaged.

26
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3 EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

SUPPLYING POWER TO THE COMPRESSOR CONNECTING TO A LOW FLOW OXYGEN SOURCE

/^CAUTION:

• Do not place the compressor ccrdset or external power supply on wet surfaces or use In wet environments. 
Wet environments may damage the power cercset 01 external power supply a rid may cause electric shock.

iy pushvig and 

r on ire oxygen

^WARNING:

- Do not use the Breathe Technologies LifeZOGO™ Ventilation System with oxygen in the presence of 
flammable anesthetics such as fluroxene, cyclopropane, oivinyi ether, ethyl chloride, ethyl ether, and 
ethylene, as they may form flammable or explosive mixtures with oxygen.

- Do not allow smoking near oxygen sources or near the ventilation system ano do not place oxygen sources 
or the ventilation system near any source of direct heat or open flame because flammable materials burn 
more readily in the presence of oxygen.

/fry CAUTION;

Do not use the humidifier bottle attached to the oxygen concentretor when connected to the LireZGOO1'" 
compressor.

• Use only the Sreathe Technologies approved cordset and external power supply witn the compressor. Using 
an uriauthoriied cerdset or external power supply may damage the compressor.

28
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CAUTION: Use

A low flow oxygon source can also oe connected to the compressor, based on presci'Otion. For more information 
see "Connecting to a Low “low Oxygen Soizce" on page 20.

30
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3 EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

CONNECTING AN INTERFACE TO THE VENTILATOR IN EXTENDED RANGE 
CONFIGURATION

POWERING ON SEQUENCE IN EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION

n is ready io use The Home· screen will dispieiy Air :n CL 

g button is selected, r*or more imormatOn see 'Choosing

32 33
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3 EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

CHECKING THE COMPRESSOR’S INTERNAL BATTERY STATUS

raiy power dCruplicns. This interne,! hatlery:

The comriresso'" s low battery alarm will souno when its internal batten.· charge d'Ops below 20%.

BATTEFfV CHARGE STATUS (WHEN CONNECTED TO AC POWER;
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3 EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

VENTILATOR BATTERY CHARGE ICONS, MEANING, AND APPROXIMATE

Oil OH a
36-56% 57-79% 80-100%

1.5-2 5 2 5-3 hour·; 3-4 horns

ASSEMBLING THE

36
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3 EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

SECURING THE VENTILATOR VENTILATOR SILENCE ALARM BUTTON

Silencing and cieaiino alarms is a milti step process 4iat depends on alaori ormi hy and how many alarms are 
active. F-pr more information see "Chapter 7: Alarms, Aien.s. ano Trouolesnooting".

3 Aker ret-oiving a Hign Temperature, r-iigh circct pressure, or Hign Pu-EP Pressure high-priority alarm, toucn OK 
in the message that indicates the alarm nas been resolved.

POLE MOUNT

The ventilator may also be secured wltki the jse of an optional pole mount. For more information, see "Pole 
Mount" on page 4o.
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3 EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION EXTENDED RANGE CONFIGURATION 3

POWERING OFF SEQUENCE IN EXTENDED RANGE MODE DISCONNECTING EXTENDED FrANGE CONFIGURATION

V ·ηΐ';atoK Power outton for three a confirmation sceen

■ Kooew- :·:οχ<κ·

/:¼

40
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CHAPTER 4: STAND-ALONE CONFIGU RATION STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

INTRODUCTION TO STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION UNDOCKING THE VENTILATOR FROM THE COMPRESSOR

This section provides instructions on connecting the LifeiOOQ’"1 Ventilator to an alternate pressure source (30-PSI,
• Ί' > I I ivi . II ·: I I .11 ·.! |! 11 .11. I .οι Γ ;1 Γ ·ι i , i.n. , \'ι|, ι, ι ·| i ,v , n.iiI ai; r, i, ■: ι ; r ■ r i r;i|, ,i i.. m : κ ■

, I r .... I Γ '1 . i' ■ - 'il 1' Ί t.r Il ■ ■ 0. 1.1!' I I . 1·. W. ,11 - - ,| ,! |, ·, II'-! II. mil' 'W l! ,. r III IV I. I  ........ I'.ll ■ ?

• The ventilator is cornpatitrie with medical grnde compressed air or oxycjen ContaC' your local provider fee
i n, ■ II ,| , ll. ,i,

• II not connected m AC power, make sure the ventilator tiartery has smfioienl charge- lor your length of use-.

TESTING THE VENTILATOR

In a multi-patient setting, tne ventilator must be tested be’ore it c- assigned to a new patient, r-or instruction;- on 
testing the ventilator, see "Testing Vent'latO' Alarms" on page '24.

Ν<··-ζ r-or docking instructions.
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4 STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

POWERING ON SEQUENCE FOR THE VENTILATOR

--------------------------------------------

2

CHECKING THE VENTILATOR BATTERY CHARGE

-----------------o

-----------------Q

Li

? touch screen is ready to use. 1 he Home screen wl· display Air o' 
ectea.

cupticn Setting outtcn is scanted r-or more infer,nation see "Choosing 
;ge 78.

VENTILATOR BATTERY CHARGE ICONS,
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4 STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

ASSEMBLING THE VENTILATOR BATTERY CHARGER AND CHARGING THE VENTILATOR

■ien v;:nnc-;1c-d to AC power 

charoer connection port The word UP co

I*1 screen to see the ven ti ini or s current

e the Ventilator Battery Charge icon

(internal batteiy or AC).

SECURING THE VENTILATOR

BELT CLIP

^CAUriOM:

sneck.

may be
If;

46
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4 STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

VENTILATOR SILENCE ALARM BUTTON

Sileiiorig and dealing alarms is a rviril ti dap process diaΐ dc-pencis on alarm pnoi hy end how many alarms are 
active. Γ-οκ more information see "Chapter 7: Alarms, Aier.s. ano Trcuolesnooting".

3 Aker resolving a Hign Temperature, '-iigh uiOjit Pressure, or Hign Pl-EP Pressixe high-prionty alarm, lotion OK 
in the message that indicates the alarm nas beer, resolved.

48
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4 STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

CONNECTING AN INTERFACE TO THE VENTILATOR IN STAND-ALONE 
CONFIGURATION

CONNECTING TO A CYLINDER

50
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4 STAND-ALONE CONRGURATiON STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

REPLACING THE SOURCE GAS CYLINDER

I th

thangc-d if the

i u I· ■! i ii ■■ in ■ ■ ounterclockwise.

The gas supply

©

by pushing the small quick connect end onio the10
connected, the deck connect enc wi1! click into olace.
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4 STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION STAND-ALONE CONFIGURATION 4

CYLINDER DURATION INFOFfMATION
The duration of compressed med'cal oxygen and an cylinders depends on ’.he volume of the cyl'nder and the 
breathing pattern o’ each patient, which can change throughout the day. Observe vejr daily oxygen consumption

the ’allowing tables can be usee to obtain approximate values onlv.

Where:

PT = cylinder pressure 'typically 2200 PSI for full cylinder!

Vr = empty cylinder volume ;4.Eu for an E cylinder).
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CONNECTING AN INTERFACE 5

THE UNIVERSAL CIRCUiT'‘M INTERFACE AND THE PILLOWS INTERFACE THE UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT™ INTERFACE

NDTEv

• For inlermatien about ordering accessories and replacement parts, see 'Accessories and Replacement Parts" 
on page

• Before using an interface, visually inspect It ter damage

CONNECTING AN INTERFACE TO THE COMPRESSOR IN STATIONARY CONFIGURATION

Plug me Universal Circuit™ Interface or Pillows Interlace into the interlace connection on the side of the 
compressor unC dicks

CONNECTING AN INTERFACE TO THE VENTILATOR IN EXTENDED RANGE OR STAND-ALONE 
CONFIGURATION CAUTION:

for i 30 cays,

Plug the Pillows interface er Universal Circuit™ inlei’ace into the interlace connection on the bottom o’the
;t clicks.
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5 CONNECTING AN INTERFACE CONNECTING AN INTERFACE 5

CONNECTING THE UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT™ INTERFACE TO ET TUBES OR MASKS THE BREATHE PILLOWS INTERFACE

to·" carnage.

CAUTION:

Do nor us? a unlver 'recked, odorous, broken, or kinked if a damaged interface is
useci, tne patient may not receive adequate respiratory therapy.
:.......................................17.127:7

^.CAUTION:

De not use a Pillows Interface that is cracked, odorous, broken, or kinked, I* a damaged interface is used, the 
patient may not receive adequate respiratory therapy.

: Interface does not need to be

1 Nasal pillows ioadent sice)

2 Lntreinment ports

5 Compressor oK ventilator connector

lcheostomy tube. ensuring that the sense tube doe=

/^.WARNING:

• Properly secure the patient interface to the face and route tubing around the ears to avoid strangulation.

- Sreathe interfaces are designed for single-patient use. To prevent risk of cross-contamination use a new 
Pillows Interface for each new patient.

on end are not covered ov any

CAUTION:
Use the Pillows Interface for a maximum of 30 days. If an interface is used ’or more than 30 days, its 
performance may degrade anc the patient may not receive adequate respiratory therapy.
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5 CONNECTING AN INTERFACE CHAPTER & VENTILATION SETTINGS

WEARING THE PILLOWS INTERFACE INTRODUCTION TO VENTILATION SETTINGS

1 Place the interface In front of th e patent with the arrows unoerneath pci riling up ano the cun/e p’ the intenace 
towards tne patent's face.

2 Loop the interface tubing over lhe ears so tne pillows of the interface are positioned snugly inside the no

3 Using the tube fit adjuster (cinch), acjust tne tubing length under tne cnin so that the interface is secured 
snugly and comfoitably

CHECKING THE PILLOWS INTERFACE POSITIONING
The interface is placed correctly wnen:

r, during

,ie irilei’ace. if problems persist, try a different interface size.

60
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

MOVING BETWEEN THE HOME SCREEN AND MENU SCREEN TOUCH SCREEN ENERGY-SAVE MODE

After two minute·: with no user interaction, the lo;rch screen automatically enter·; energy save mode ami dim·; the 
screen. Touching the screen agam will reactivate it and d'solay the Home screen.

...... ............ gg

2 Touch the Horne- Screen button to go io the- Home sc reen

MENU SCREEN DEFINING CLINICAL SETTINGS

1
2

3

©

_Q

Θ

Touch to go to the
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

ACCESSING THE CLINICIAN’S SETTINGS MENU VIEWING AND EDITING PRESCRIPTION SETTINGS

ό
V rj G! nician's Settings.

Cl n ce ti s mc-au :·; rc-slncted to trained ciinicai pc-rsonnei.

3 Touch OK to access the Clinician's Settings.

DISABLING ACCESS TO THE CL.INICiAN’S SETTINGS MENU

AUTOMATIC TIMEOUT

The password must Lie re -entered to regain access to the Clinician’s Settings menu.

NGAutomatic Timeout begins after the Touch Screen Eneigy-Save Mode. For more imdrmation, see "Touch 
Screen Energy-Sa^e Mode1' on page G3.

POWERING OFF
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FACTORY DEFAULT PRESCRIPTION SETTINGS BREATH TYPES
L a Prmcr or S t u r may he ednad For a full lis! of -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

An assisted breath is controlled bv both the ostientand the ventilation system. Breaths are initiated by the 
palient's eliort and voltime delivery is controlled by lbs prescribed volume setting and inspiratory lime

20cmi-izQ

i SI ■ ·. Ί1! 1 1 ,1 III ■' 'Ui A' ill 'i i l? lil’M

1:1 ■ ·. I.! 1 1!. m ■■ H . I I ......I !.w r 1 ·ι Ί! || !·.

. ,r I II i i ■ u ,. Il. Air

THERAPY MODES

Control

AssisVCor itrol

VENTILATION SETTINGS AND THERAPY MODES
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

SETTING VENTILATION PARAMETERS IN CONTROL VENTILATION MODE

«. ■x

o

-G- ( 4

JgL

Ol· IRM.
DNF'RM.
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

SETTING VENTILATiON PARAMETERS IN ASSIST/CONTROL VENTILATION MODE To set a Prescription Setting 6:1 Assisl/Ccntroi ventilation mode Tie following parameter need to be sei

Rate

«.

TteT. ■
Sr? 6

touch

t. touch the box beside Tie setting you want to change-.

e value m tne pcz 01 tne Down arrow to cecrease it. If you press and hold 
I'Orc-ase·; or decieases

ing you wantto change, arid then press OK.

DNFiRM.
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

SETTING VENTILATION PARAMETERS IN ASSIST VENTILATION MODE To sec a Prescription Setting mi Assist vc-niiiati;:n mode, the Mllowincj parameters need to be set ac cording to

«.

ch Ventilation Settings.

wantto change, arid then press OK.

Down arrow to decrease it. it you press and hole

Assisted 
Breath

Assisted 
Breath

Assisted 
Breath

DNFiRM.
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

SETTING ALARM LIMITS FOR BREATH RATE AND PIP

o

tench CONFIRM

: 3 : 120
: 0 : t IS !
: 5 : 40 :i
m :;5 :1
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

SETTING BREATH TIMEOUT (APNEA BACKUP VENTILATION MODE; SELECTING THE SOURCE GAS

j ■> ·~ in n ar ' f irq touch Source Gas.

SOURCE GAS SEI TINGS SUMMARY
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

CHOOSING AN ACTIVITY BUTTON (PATIENT-SELECTABLE)

liviiy button io begin therapy, fire firee Actively 
j to thKee diffe'ent prescriptions as directed by a

P'
■ 'nt's neeo: The Prescription Setting selection can 
.1 clinician

■ as directed by a physician For more information

id turned on.

Sr

Sr
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

80
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1

6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

JETTING TIME AND DATE

Θ

%

he Wn button.

Θ

,A

:h U-.ilit!<

feKSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSTS?*^ jnMOChCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOO.^.--- <

82
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS VENTILATION SETTINGS 6

SETTING AUDIO LOUDNESS

io decrease ii Yycu pre·;·; and

3M.
η CONFIRM

^WARNING:

LOUDNESS SEO INGS SUMMARY
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6 VENTILATION SETTINGS CHAPTER 7: ALARMS, ALEUTS. AND TROUBLESHOOTING

INTRODUCTION TO ALARMS AND ALERTS

Trtere a;? two types of:iotillcations provided by lhe L ;fe20001:'’ Ventilation System

VENTILATOR ALARMS
Ventilator alarms are vsua! not'ficatlons that appear on the touch screen and are accompanied by distinct sounds 
or vibration (when sei k; vioratei.

ALERTS
The compressor has audible alerts that are independent of the vent'latc·. Compressor alerts must be resolvec 
for the compressor alert notifcations to be silenced as there is no button to silence alerts originating from the

88
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7

VENTILATOR ON-SCREEN ALARM SOUNDS AND MESSAGE DISPLAY ACTIVE ALARMS WINDOW

2

3 Alarm Silenced icon is displayed wnen al1 alarms aKe silenced.

Tne Active Aiairns window displays up to three ori-screen alarms, from highest to lowest priority ired, veiiow, 
ixiei. li there am more- [Iran ,;iree alarms, you can use- the Scroll Up arid Scroll Down arrows to semi! through thc-

90
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7

SILENCING AND CLEARING ON-SCREEN ALARMS

Alarm nuclcaiions that appear on the loach screen originate from lbs vencalor Silencing and clearing on screen 
alarms is a multl-steo process that depends on alarm pnoritv anci now many alarms are actwe.

Y- ____

(

.touch OK
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7

VENTILATOR ALARMS

HIGH-PRIORITY ALARMS
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7
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7 ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7

MEDIUM-PRIORITY ALARMS (CONTINUED)

100
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7

102
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS, ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7

LOW-PFflOFflTY ALARMS

104
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COMPRESSOR ALERTS
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TROUBLESHOOTING
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7 ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING ALARMS» ALERTS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 7
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CHAPTER 8r MAINTENANCE

DAILY CHECKS

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

than 4C,OC '1047-) or less than 5‘C 4)7-).

ALARM CHECKS

Do of I

of ■

Store the v

The bocks'

tnan G0“C (Ι40’ΰ and greater than -20’C (4Ή. Do it
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CLEANING FOR SINGLE-PATIENT USE CLEANING FOR MiJLTi-PATIENT USE

UNIVERSAL CIRCUIT™ INTERFACE
Replace- between patients.

THIRD-PA RTY MASKS
Refer to Vie user guide piovidc-d with the
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CLEANING THE BREATHE INTERFACES PURGING THE PILLOWS INTERFACE AND UNIv'EFfSAL CIRCUIT™ INTERFACE

Bc-low instr riC'ions are fur cic-anir ig Frea tire inter Gees if using ihird-pady patten t iriic-rfaces, plc-ase rc-fer 10 
tne manufacturer s suggested cleaning instructions.

■ if mucous accumulates on lhe patient interface··: use a clc-an cloth to remove- if

• if dirt is visible- on the outside of tne interfaces use- a clean cloth and mild detergent such as dish-washing 
soap to remove it.

1
2

2 Conner the purge- tube connector to the DiSS 1240 cutle-t connection on the compressor 1:y iwisting on

3 Connect the larger end of the purge tupe to tne barbed outlet of the purge tupe connecto'· by twisting on.

4 Power on the ct'mpresscr.

5 Perform a purge immediately a tier tne rinse io completely dry the interface and io clear any excess water that
11·.. 1 v n ο.i J· ■ |i ■ nil in w ι ι ι ι mu n..... I ir. r n ■ d :·. .....  I...... . ■■ urn ι i ■·. n: in h i ii ■ ι ·ιι. ■ :w: ■ e ih ■;i. > ■ οι h i wi :iv ·ιι·. ii
I'i; . ; H I: C I l I ■" ■ ! ..h ............ 1|ι ι .ι li.il-iW'.

ο ι I. Ι ι;: :111 ■ ι Iiiι >ws ii n ·ι i.m ■ m h h ::. nv, ·.:..:i ι h : ui:■ ■ ■ n:η ι ι.υ ■ ι........ . jh > ·ιν ι n v . iw. w io im > nr ■> ι ·/11 iimm

.· ι ..... ι ■ ■'.!? ii ι· ι . ....... 11· ·ι!. η ι ·. ! ;i ·. k η ι .1 .1 :..........11 ji.! 11- ■ 11 i· ·. ii . ii .ο ι η· ■ o.r. wm· ·, n :. 11 ι ii. io .1 ill r . 1.: ir 'W
ι - c ι mi 11..... 11:.1111' id im. ·.> ■> ■ 111> ■ > uni 1 . ... . .......   i> ■ 1 ίιιγ w. im> ■: in> > ■ ,:i i>> w: nw ■:·.. e 1 111 uii — 11 hi ■; ιο ι ■ 111.11
imm· ■ ii.if ·ιν !■ 'imw.·

5 Firmly press and hold th;- smaller end of the ourcje tube- emer one of the interface peris>; ιοί connects the- 
interface to the compressor. Taka care not to slide tne tube over the O-ring of the port

Hold the purge tube ovc-r the interfac e pool until all the water is purged from the mt:e

6 Repeat step 4 for tne other interface pom

7 Power ofr" the com.pressor

8 Twisl 1;> remove- the purge- tube frc'm the purge tribe conriecmi, arid slccc- the purge tube anei purge tube 
connectcr for fijture use
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PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CHECKING AND REPLACING THE WATER TRAY
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CHECKING AND REPLACING THE AiR INLET FILTER CHECKING AND REPLACING THE COOLING AIR FILTER

I?
 5
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TESTING VENTILATOR ALARMS CHECKING ALARM CONDITIONS
Do no! test while the- ve-milator is being used on a patic-nt.

Thes^ siΙΠn nrnredi ires rmii I'P In(oa1 s^t’incis to. he ohanned if n^oessarv re.O.rr-| .tnji-pI eeit'ri'ts hefn-e
I. ............. I

1 < '1 ...... I '■ ■?. ' V Ί ' I J ' il , 1 ■’ ■' I 1 11 ■ I .' 11 11 111 11 I ■ 11 ■ I' I ι ' ' I' 111 111 ■ '1 '. ■ < '■ .,11 |i '. | , ' i| ' ' ' |

< Hi'· vii.ο. il .11. 'im . n .i j' ·. n :■ "I' H ? ■ μ r.i' :  ..... . Ί r :

2 The audio alarm Is audible-, or the ventilator vibrates it in vibration mode.

Wi>? Cthe·' alamns and/or mult'Ole alarms may occur during the testing procedure. If a different a'arm occurs 
ti om the one you're testing fen, use- the Active Alerins button on the touch scre-en le, disolay the- alarm list, lhe 
alarm you are testing for may be- listed in the iis, of additional alarms For mccc- information see ’Chap'Si ?· 
,\i ’i' ί!:. /'1' ■' !. .Ill' I 11' Ci! j!' dll ,· !' . d , i, ,· ϋ ■ '.ί' I

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FREQUENCY OF TESTING
In a mulli-patic-:i1 setting or whc-ri necessary, the ventilator must be tested oc-fore it is assigned to a new patient. 
Perform a visual cneck of the eau'ament and test alarms. If tne cevice is used in a clinical setting, refe·- to Pu-20- 
0011 LtfeVCUO7^ Petfonnance Verification 'festmgfor more information.

As long as the alarm, you are testing foK is listeci. the test may be consicered complete.

If’.he alarm is not listed, turn o’Tthe ventilator, and turn it back on Chect thai the test settings are correct ano 
repeat the test.

VERIFYING BACKUP ALARM BUZZER
With tne ventilator on and a Prescription Setting button pressed:

EQUII'MEMT REQUIRED FOR TESTING

1 I il· ■ . ...... .il-ί

2 /'i l !,!l: i i1 ..........   ·' i! '"'"Ι li !· ■' '· ■' i I" II ' ■
must be- able to reach 95 PSI). Either oxygen
ND·”.: “he Life200Q™ Compressor is not an

?. λι ι ii il, ·ι,. μ , ■ ι, ·ιιι ι, ι ιι ι, ■ ' ,i nc, ·ι ·.. n ι ιι, ι ιι i ■ - ii ,
; iOTy· The interface win be handled during t 
on patient or purchase the Li’eCOOO™ Pedor
■ ι,, ■·.·.' Ί' . ι: ιι I, ■: ;ι., ......... I,. n :·. ...... m ,

Wait for
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1 sc,; For m;;m :nlormalion, see '"'Undocking the Ventilator liem the

i ■, 'W, ■, ' ί i in' ■ ί mi.in ii . .........   'iv i' morci ciinioai settings before- changing sedrigs

Ϊ HiMoifenSetAiis 

m- *> *

>: veri'idlc- tor a tew

leguiaior, set ihe regulator 1c

'«WSSSSSSSO
Low Activity Prescrif

CONFIRM Touch OK ano then CONFIRM.

Shedd hear a seotiencc- of

source gas '= being used for testing.

3 a vc-‘ntiiator usHg an adiue-table regulator set to 50 PSI. 'urn on the 
information, see 'Connecting to a Cylinder" on page 3
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PITY) AND\LAPM (MEDIUM ί'-ΡΌΡίτν)

2 L.

ity set'ino. Alow the ventilator to ventilate for a few Pleads

from the ventilator connection by pulling back on the knjriec ring until

π. 3.1

* 5.2

-

..

ions, rea ttach the source gas supply hose to me ven tilatoi. 
■? itself once the gas supply is correclly reattached

< B^b've,
Activity SSMS Ato» too »»■«. to ·,«ϋ«ο » . io» O^c.

14
1.4

4.0

it^ssssssst

3 The top 0’th uraj a'arm, and you

Ν3".·'!ύ if?;:c , and lbs alarm is not

4 After verityri
w;i; : .|v, ■ 11: ·, ■; i m ,. , ;i i. ■ i; i,. | ; ), , ■ 11, i.. i ,. ·. i i ;. ·,,...;d.

5 After verifying the correct alarm notifications, reconnect tne interface to the

128
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iMAlhHENANCEz/S

■ar before tne Breath Timeout alarm.

vdiile the ventilator is in vbration mode, and the al w is not 
alarm occurs.

for the Breath Timeout alarm, kink the interface tuoing near the

:rsen should display the nigh Circuit Pressure (Hign Crct
■ of two sets of five tones in oica ting a high priorily alarm

one immediately occurs with a vibration alarm with no delay

130
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Settings Allow die

■ .<$s ...... -ΐώώώ:'...  '
1 Η.ο^.ρΙ&φΧ^ιηΑΟ |
: i ..«:·:ι·  ........ i
; ■$*$·££; ί
{Mft^jtaaaaaaaaaaaaaaqiy?^
2 Usmg the Clinician's Settings Menu, navigate to Alarm Limits and change the High EJR alarm limit to 20/m'n. 

Select OK and CONFIRM.
3 Repeatedly pinch the interface in Ling near tit e ventilator to impede, but not completely stop, airflow rinch

arid you should hear a seduence of 

vibrator, mode, and tne alarm is not 

g The High Sreati Rafe alarm wiil

- ci!r la t s tings Menu, navigate to Alarm Limits and return tne High 3R a'arm limit to 40/min. 
Ok i ^ONF RM.
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CHAPTER ACCESSORIES

BATTERY INFORMATION
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VENTILATOR BATTERY CHARGER AND POWER CORD SPECIFICATIONS OXYGEN MONITOR

VENTILATOR BATTERY CHARGER SPECIFICATIONS /^WARNING

VENTILATOR POWER CORD SPECIFICATIONS

COMPRESSOR POWER SUPPLY AND POWER CORD SPECIFICATIONS EXHALATION VOLUME MONITOR

COMPRESSOR POWER SUPPLY SPECIFICATIONS ^WARNING:

To monitor minute volume, nee an external exhaled volume monitor.

Recommendeo 'low monitors· C'hmada15· 5^20, Respironios® NM3T^, uia’.ex-Ohmeda® Cardiccap™/5, or sirr.i

For installation inmimatmn. refer to Ute manufacturer's instructions

COMPRESSOR POWER CORD SPECIFICATIONS

138
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CHAPTER 10: PRBMCIPLES OF OPERABOW CHAPTER 1t PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL OVERVIEW

SS

OPERATION SUMMARY

PNEUMATIC DiAGFfAM OF THE UFE2000™ VENTILATION SYSTEM

1.1^2000™ Γ----- pTT—

inspiratory Tlrne (i-Tlmel

PEEP

?G0 rr.i

40 LPM

0-40 cmt-LO

142
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11 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS; PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS tt

Breatn se
flow

nsing line purge ; A flow of gas is deliverec through the sensing lumen to keep the sens ng line

Faii safe mecnanisms 1 Safety valve prevents overpressure condition in 'ting, rr.ltigsting breath ^1'51...
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS tt11 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS;
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11 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS; CHAPTER 12: COMPLIANCE AND 1EC CLASSIFICATION

Ιι=Γυ(?·'ζ1ΡίΙΔ\ν= I

τ;

τ:

ιι

?r-

IEC 61000-3-2

Tk

148
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12 COMPLIANCE AND IEC CLASSfRCATtON COMPLIANCE AND IEC CLASSIFICATION 12
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12 COMPLIANCE AND lECCLASSfRCATION COMPLIANCE AND IEC CLASSIFICATION 12
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PRODUCT WARRANTY

Bi
Br lllt'y

LIMITATION OFWARRAN"

1
2

3.

NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES
There are no other warranties engrossed or itriplied.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITIES

Breathe lechnciogies LifeZODO™ Ventilation System 
Clinician Instructions for Use

Ali Fights Reserved

Technical Support and Customer Service
-‘•I 949-988-7700
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A ventilatory support apparatus transitionable between a stationary 

configuration, an extended range configuration, and a stand-alone configuration, the 

5 ventilatory support apparatus comprising:

a compressor unit, the compressor unit comprising:

a compressor for providing compressed gas;

a ventilator dock having a ventilator dock compressed gas 

output port; and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port;

10 a compressor unit ventilation gas output port; and

a compressor unit compressed gas output port;

a ventilator for providing ventilation gas, the ventilation being 

configured for removable docking at the ventilator dock, comprising:

a ventilator ventilation gas output port; and 

15 a ventilator compressed gas inlet port;

a patient interface for receiving ventilation gas and delivering 

ventilation gas to a patient, the patient interface having a patient interface gas 

inlet port transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the 

compressor unit ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid 

20 communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port;

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stationary configuration, the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock, the 

ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with the 

ventilator dock compressed gas output port, the ventilator ventilation gas 

25 output port is in fluid communication with the ventilator dock ventilation gas

inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid communication 

with the compressor ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is 

provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is 

returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from the compressor 

30 unit to the patient interface;

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

extended range configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilator 

dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with
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the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and the patient interface gas 

inlet port is in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output 

port, such that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the 

ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient 

5 interface without being returned to the compressor unit; and

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stand-alone configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilator dock, 

the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with an 

external compressed gas source, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in 

10 fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that

compressed gas is provided by the external compressed gas source to the 

ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient 

interface without passing through the compressor unit.

2. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the compressor 

15 unit further comprises a low flow gas input port.

3. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 2, wherein the low flow gas 

input port comprises a low flow oxygen input port.

4. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the compressor 

is configured to compress ambient air.

20 5. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 4, wherein the compressor

unit further comprises one or more ambient air apertures for introducing ambient air 

to the compressor.

6. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 5, wherein the one or more 

ambient air apertures further comprises a filter.

25 7. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the compressor

unit compressed gas output port comprises a Diameter Index Safety System coupling.

8. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the ventilator is 

electrically powered and includes a rechargeable battery.

9. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 8, wherein the ventilator 

30 dock is configured to provide electrical power for powering the ventilator and for

recharging the rechargeable battery when the ventilator is docked at the ventilator 

dock.
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10. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 1, wherein the ventilator 

further comprises a user interface and a wireless transmitter, wherein the compressor 

unit further comprises a wireless receiver, and wherein the compressor is controllable 

by signal transmission from the wireless transmitter to the wireless receiver initiated

5 by user input at the user interface.

11. A ventilatory support apparatus transitionable between a stationary 

configuration and an extended range configuration, the ventilatory support apparatus 

comprising:

a compressor unit, the compressor unit comprising:

10 a compressor for providing compressed gas;

a ventilator dock having a ventilator dock compressed gas 

output port; and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet port;

a compressor unit ventilation gas output port; and 

a compressor unit compressed gas output port;

15 a ventilator for providing ventilation gas, the ventilation being

configured for removable docking at the ventilator dock, comprising:

a ventilator ventilation gas output port; and 

a ventilator compressed gas inlet port;

a patient interface for receiving ventilation gas and delivering 

20 ventilation gas to a patient, the patient interface having a patient interface gas

inlet port transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the 

compressor unit ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port;

wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

25 stationary configuration, the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock, the

ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with the 

ventilator dock compressed gas output port, the ventilator ventilation gas 

output port is in fluid communication with the ventilator dock ventilation gas 

inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is in fluid communication 

30 with the compressor ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is

provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is 

returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from the compressor 

unit to the patient interface; and
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wherein, when the ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

extended range configuration, the ventilator is not docked at the ventilator 

dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is in fluid communication with 

the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and the patient interface gas 

5 inlet port is in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output

port, such that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the 

ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the patient 

interface without being returned to the compressor unit.

12. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 11, wherein the compressor 

10 is configured to compress ambient air.

13. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 12, wherein the compressor 

unit further comprises one or more ambient air apertures for introducing ambient air 

to the compressor.

14. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 13, wherein the one or 

15 more ambient air apertures further comprises a filter.

15. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 11, wherein the compressor 

unit compressed gas output port comprises a Diameter Index Safety System coupling.

16. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 11, wherein the ventilator 

is electrically powered and includes a rechargeable battery.

20 17. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 16, wherein the ventilator

dock is configured to provide electrical power for powering the ventilator and for 

recharging the rechargeable battery when the ventilator is docked at the ventilator 

dock.

18. The ventilatory support apparatus of Claim 11, wherein the ventilator

25 further comprises a user interface and a wireless transmitter, wherein the compressor 

unit further comprises a wireless receiver, and wherein the compressor is controllable 

by signal transmission from the wireless transmitter to the wireless receiver initiated 

by user input at the user interface.

19. A method for transitioning a modular ventilatory support apparatus 

30 from one to another of a stationary configuration, an extended range configuration,

and a stand-alone configuration, the method comprising:

providing a modular ventilatory support apparatus comprising:
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a compressor unit comprising a compressor for providing 

compressed gas, a low flow oxygen input port, a compressor unit 

ventilation gas output port, a compressor unit compressed gas output 

port, and a ventilator dock, the ventilator dock having a ventilator dock 

compressed gas output port and a ventilator dock ventilation gas inlet 

port;

a ventilator configured for removable docking at the ventilator 

dock, the ventilator comprising a user interface, a ventilator ventilation

10

gas output port, and a ventilator compressed gas inlet port; and

a patient interface having a patient interface gas inlet port 

transitionable between placement in fluid communication with the 

compressor unit ventilation gas output port and placement in fluid 

communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output port; and

15

transitioning the modular ventilatory support apparatus from one to 

another of a stationary configuration, an extended range configuration, and a 

stand-alone configuration;

wherein the modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stationary configuration when the ventilator is docked at the ventilator dock

20

with the ventilator compressed gas inlet port placed in fluid communication 

with the ventilator dock compressed gas output port and with the ventilator 

ventilation gas output port placed in fluid communication with the ventilator

25

dock ventilation gas inlet port, and the patient interface gas inlet port is placed 

in fluid communication with the compressor ventilation gas output port, such 

that compressed gas is provided by the compressor unit to the ventilator and 

ventilation gas is returned to the compressor unit for subsequent output from 

the compressor unit to the patient interface;

wherein the modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

extended range configuration when the ventilator is not docked at the 

ventilation dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is placed in fluid

30 communication with the compressor unit compressed gas output port, and the 

patient interface gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication with the 

ventilator ventilation gas output port, such that compressed gas is provided by 

the compressor unit to the ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the
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ventilator to the patient interface without being returned to the compressor 

unit; and

wherein the modular ventilatory support apparatus is transitioned to the 

stand-alone configuration when the ventilator is not docked at the ventilation 

5 dock, the ventilator compressed gas inlet port is placed in fluid communication

with an external compressed gas source, and the patient interface gas inlet port 

is placed in fluid communication with the ventilator ventilation gas output 

port, such that compressed gas is provided by the external compressed gas 

source to the ventilator and ventilation gas is provided by the ventilator to the 

10 patient interface without passing through the compressor unit.

20. The method of Claim 19, wherein the compressor is configured to 

compress ambient air.
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